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Engine Talk
by Pat Fahey

Railroad
Enthusiasts trip,
Nov. 11, 1938
They were
then known as the
National Association
of Railroad Enthusiasts, founded by B&A locomotive engineer
Horace W. (Jack ) Pointin in 1934. This small group chartered
it's first fan trip on the Hoosac Tunnel & Willington Railroad. By
the year 1938 rolled around the N.A.R.E. had changed their
name to the Railroad Enthusiasts, today the origination is
known as the Massachusetts Bay Railroad Enthusiasts. Well,
back to the story... the Ware River branch of the B&A was a
single track line between Palmer, Mass and Winchendon, Mass
with a total of 49.36 miles. After the hurricane of Sept 21,
1938, Mr. Pointin did arrange a fan trip to cover the entire route
of the Ware River branch. The main reason for the trip was the
RRE wanted to view the reconstruction that was performed by
the B&A engineering department after the hurricane damage.
Mr. Pointin did contact the General Passenger Agent,
E.E. Pierce at South Station and they worked out the details for
the trip over the line. The trip would take place on Friday
November 11, 1938, known as Armistice Day. This would be
just after the branch was reopened for service all the way to
Winchendon, Mass.
So how did the RRE get out to Palmer to ride this trip?
Mr. Pointin did arrange to have (2) coaches added to train # 7,
which was the Albany Express. This train would leave Boston
South Station at 7:55 AM and arrive at Palmer at 9:55 AM. The
power for this special trip was not going to be one of the B&A
2-8-0's that usually was the regular motive power for the
branch. No, Mr. Pointin set up to have one of the B&A 4-6-6T
#402 class D1a to power the trip, the day before the engine
was deadheaded out to Palmer. The reason for this was at the
end of the line there was no turning facilities.
At 9:50 AM, train # 7 did arrive in Palmer, Mass. and
the two added coaches were taken off # 7 and attached to the
Winchendon special. Those handling the train was the regular
crew. Mr. Pointin did help out where ever he was needed on
the train. The special did have to stop several times to take on
water due to it's little 5,000 gal tank. The special made it on
the branch to Winchendon, Mass where it did arrive at 1:05
PM. One of our members that was riding this special was
Arthur Butler. Arthur was just out of High School when he
rode this trip. Arthur and four other railfans boarded train # 7 in
Framingham to ride this special. The group spent about an
hour in Winchendon before they had to board the train for
their return.

Joe H. Ng, Editor & Publisher

The train did return to Palmer at 5:05 PM and the two
coaches were taken off, and added to train # 30, the local,
which was the train to Boston out of Springfield, Mass. Also,
Mr. Pierce did arrange for the group, a special price for breakfast on the # 7 morning train. $.65 & $.75 Breakfast and for the
return on # 30, dinner for $ 1.00. The group did arrive at South
Station in Boston, Mass at 7:56 PM. So what was the price of
this special trip from Boston -Winchendon-and return (Ware
River Branch ) with B&A as the sponsor? The trip had a total
of 194 riding this special train, at a cost of $ 2.50.
B&A # 402 was more than likely deadheaded back to
Boston the following day on a freight train. Also the main reason for writing this, Arthur had a picture and I could find lots of
information about the trip.

Meeting Highlights - April Meeting
We're meeting in the Hilton, a month earlier than
scheduled due to mild weather. Secretary and Treasurer’s
reports were read and accepted. Superintendent Marc gave a
maintenance report on the early start that the Wednesday
group had due to good weather. Most notably (to some), a
pine tree was removed by the loading area to facilitate traffic
flow and the fuel locker was moved next to the coal bin. The
loading lift has new leveled spur tracks installed using buried
concrete highline uprights from the old Norfolk St. track. Dick
Ball is installing the rail. The backhoe has new tires installed,
which were donated by Marc’s neighbor. Work is being done
to the air regulator of the compressor, seems the problem is
moisture being trapped in the unit. A roof section and vent
has been replaced on the small covered bridge on the highline. The bulldozer battery will need replacement very soon
and the backhoe rear piston needed attention. Bob
Newcombe tells us that the slug needs new batteries. Dick
Ball repaired leaking water lines at Cornell Station. Dick
replaced some copper fittings. Dick also did a great job leaf
blowing the track in early April. In addition with Pat Fahey's
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from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng
Have you thanked your WLS worker recently? I was
going to say hug, but that might going a bit too far. What a
dedicated group that volunteers their time and often untold personal dollars to WLS. We hear often, very often, about WLS
and many other clubs trying to get people to come down to
work days. Tough thing to do as I read in many live steam
newsletters across the country. But, are we on to something
here at WLS??? Our first annual organized work day was a
huge success! A cookout and a list of specific work duties as
suggested by your VP. The success of the workday is something we can all be proud of and we can give ourselves a huge
round of applause for this effort! Too bad we got rained out for
work day #2, but lets keep the momentum going.
This sounds so much like the usual pep talk to get
people to participate more at WLS. Well, what are we doing to
attract people and members to participate? There has to be
incentives here that would make people want to come down to
be part of the real fun of WLS.
Seems members and prospective members come
down to the meets and just hang around with their hands in
their pockets. No one talks to them or know that they are alive.
I try to connect with as many people as possible and offer private tours around the facility for prospective new members and
donors. I usually have an engine on standby just for this purpose. I hoped that we could have a mentoring program, but
this did not have any mentors come forward and I understand
the commitment involved in a process like this takes a lot of
time. Besides, are we offering incentives to the prospective
mentors? If you have mentors, the followers will come.
So how is this for an idea to get more participation:
Have a well funded and active club engine and engineer training program. Buy some electric engines, buy a gasoline
engine and pay a supplier to repair/republish our steam equipment, or… bite the bullet and buy a groundline and highline
steam engine and some riding cars. Develop a engineer's program with the emphasis on safety. Maybe hire a vendor for
training or make it part of the sell deal.
This is just an idea to get people to join in the fun.
Remember the Costner movie, build it and they will come. This
is a real first step. All other things could fall in place after
this. Who is going to be an instructor and head up maintenance?
Get the supplier of electric equipment to teach novice
members engine operations and maintenance, then the novice
will become proficient to offer assistance to other newbees.
Well, this could be the beginnings of: each one teach one.
Slowly phase in gasoline equipment if the former proves to be
successful. Then, perhaps steam. Does this still sound like a
good idea? Well, this is what I know. The roster has over 200
on it and we see only an average of the same 30 at the business meeting and a lot fewer on Sunday run days... like 3-5. I
think I am not hearing from the very silent and shy majority out
there. The ones that pay their dues year after year. If this is
something that interests you, and you think this is a direction
WLS should be headed in, instruct your officers accordingly.
Start with emailing or writing your Editor and make your wishes
known. Instruct your VP and other officers to champion a proposal like this. Better still, come meetings and drive the direction of the club with your ideas of participation.
This is just an idea that will require your input to
implement. Why should you drive for 75 to 100 miles to rake
leaves and then turn around and go home. You can do that at
home. But, how about making a day of it and come down and
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do some work & run some equipment afterwards, learn about
the club, make new friends and become an active participant.
That is positive thinking! The officers and group leaders are
concerned about no one coming down to help. Well, this officer wants to offer a solution based on incentives. Would you
rather be riding or standing around with your hands in
your pocket? You can be the new core, voting block that will
drive WLS into the future.

April Meeting

con’t. from pg. 1

help, they installed the firefighting hoses throughout the track
and put up the chains at the passenger area. Marc A. has
invited all that wish to join in on the Wednesday work group's
sessions. Dick Ball has organized his own work days on Mon.,
Tues., and Fri. On one of those days, Dick took the opportunity to burn a huge pile of brush that has accumulated. Good
thing this was done early in the season as the outlook for rain
is not so optimistic.
Brian Cunningham has been working on designs for
this year's tee shirt press run. He was the only member to
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come forward with designs. Brain made about 15 designs and
VP Joe helped him edit them down to 5 to present to the
group. Discussion revolved around printing techniques, budget, sizes/quantities. There will be 2 press runs to accommodate the children sizes and the much larger adult sizes. The
group seemed very receptive to the presentation and this
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His initial contact was Fr. Jay and he was introduced to the
club and sponsored by VP Joe. Chris has started building a
3/4” scale Friend's President Washington Pacific. To be active

with club activities, he is also looking to purchase a highline
engine. James Bramson and wife Elizabeth of Bennington,
NH has joined as regular and associate members. They are
sponsored by Bob Newcombe. James and Elizabeth are old
hands at live steam and are active builders and members at
various local steam clubs. Their focus is the groundline with a
dual gauge coal burning Shay, diesel and lots more.
could be the beginning of routine tee shirt design changes as
a new press runs starts. The designs, as shown above, features an American locomotive and a detail of a valve gear
mechanism, which looks like it's from a British locomotive. VP
Joe mentioned that it might be a good idea to accurately
depict the valve gear mechanism. However, some members
said that it was only for a tee shirt design and does not necessarily have to be accurate because it’s viewed as a loco motif.
You judge yourself on this one. The designs were number 1-5
and members were asked to put their initials on the one they
liked. There were about 30 members in attendance, but we
did not see anywhere near 30 initials on the 5 designs. It was
planned to email the designs to members for their input. More
on this in the next meeting.
The donated refrigerator from Dan Temple is planned
to be picked up in early May. We thank Dan for the generous
offer. Door codes will be changed this coming Sunday, 4/15.
John Mentzer followed up on the appraisal of WLS's
valuable books insurance discussion from 2 meetings ago.
John found a source that may be able to help us. Their name
is Barely Read Books and we will be getting more information
to them to try to get an idea of costs and their qualifications to
meet the insurance company's requirements.
The toilet trailer and portable toilet is getting very full
and Dick Ball will be coordinating with Holliston pumping to
start regular waste removal. In addition, our dumpster will be
emptied regularly. These services will take place place on
Wednesday and will be scheduled around the peak meet
times. Another load of ballast and stone dust will be ordered
and it was noted the right color of ballast needs to be delivered. Pres. Jim and Superintendent Marc will be working
together to define a work task for the day of work that Guy
Jones has offered 4 of his construction workmen to perform for
WLS. Pres. Jim is still looking for a source for pin stripped
engineer hats. Seems there are many out there at varying
prices, but the quality of the fabric may not be suitable. Pres.
Jim has ordered some samples and is seeking best prices of
this ever popular item. Once again, there was a reminder of
the first scheduled group work day on 5/5 and the members
only meet on 5/6. We're still looking for the club's 1” Pacific
grates and the other water pump to the groundline Hudson.
Jay Berry will help us locate them. In addition, Bob
Newcombe's switch book is missing and he would like
it returned.
Richard Jenkins donated a large collection of bound
British locomotive magazines that belonged to his father. Our
latest regular member is Chris Morrison from Lexington, MA.

Howard Gorin's response is NUTS! He is showing thousands
of custom made nuts and bolts, some that fit his Worthington
cross compound pump, Berkshire tender trucks and more.
They are machined from brass and leadloy. It is estimated to
be over 15,000 pieces in that box…ever buy model maker's
hex head bolts? Do the math and figure the retail value of
what is shown...

Ed Delaney never ceases to amaze
us with monthly installments of finished parts to his Kozo Pennsy 3/4”
scale switcher. Shown to the left is
the Johnson bar and he is holding a
completed section of the valve gear
in the above picture. Keep making
the chips Ed!
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Meeting Highlights - May Meeting
The May meeting started with Pres. Jim reading a
thank you card from Clytie Foster thanking the members of
WLS for their kindness and sympathy. Secretary Ian was
absent due to his work schedule and VP Joe filled in as
Secretary. The Treasurer and Secretary's report were read
and accept.
We moved quickly to the Superintendent's report.
Marc Arsenault will let Pres. Jim talk about the successful
members work day. Marc reports that ballast and crush stone
has been delivered and work has been done filling ruts and
resurfacing parts of our long driveway. The Wednesday work
group dragged a piece of donated I beam to aid in the leveling.
The backhoe had the rear piston removed and repaired at an
off site supplier at a cost of $366. The loading bay spurs have
been redesigned with help of Art Downer and aligned & leveled to the lift that has shifted slightly in the years. The transfer table was realigned. A new shelter shed was built by Marc
Arsenault to house a refrigerator at the cook tent area. A
fridge was donated by Jay Berry. Dick Ball and Jed Weare are
working on groundline signals. Dave Remington and Jim
McGrath have been busy on the highline replacing rotted side
boards. The area that needs the most attention is the phase
one section of the highline. The rotted wood is at the top of
the side board and as these are replaced, the old wood is cut
up to make replacement ties. There was some discussion on
using a rain shield made of aluminum or tar paper to repel the
rain on top of the side board. Pres. Jim order 210' of cedar
boards for the highline. The toilet trailer was pumped out and
Dick Ball will be co-coordinating this with Holliston Pumping.
Dick Boucher inquired again about adding wheel chock chains
to the turn table to prevent engines from rolling off. Wonder
how we found this out?
In old business, Pres. Jim followed up on the book
appraisal process and contacted Betty Ann Sharp of Barely
Read Books. We have about 900 books, some of which are
very rare. The on-site appraisal will take about 2-3 days and
cost $1000-1200. Her rate is $50/hr. Pat Fahey has the books
cataloged on a spread sheet which will help the process. This
appraiser can also be a source to connect WLS with other
knowledgeable appraisers for our other valuable RR memorabilia, artwork and models. Barely Read Books are certified
appraisers. Pres. Jim has contacted another appraiser from
Waltham and his rate is $100/hr and his estimate is $5000.00.
After a brief discussion, Jay Berry motioned that the club
spend no more that $1500 for the appraisal and Bob
Newcombe seconded it. It passed.
The first scheduled work day was a huge success
with 31 members attending. Tents were erected and lots and
lots of yard work was done. VP Joe made the private event
sign/members only (which was very effective) and drafted the
email reminder notice for Dan Connor to distribute to members. We're looking forward to the next members' workdays.
The members meet that followed on the Sunday was also very
successful. The weather was great for both days and hot dogs
and hamburgers were served on both days for free. The food
expense was only $230.00 for both days.
Brian Cunningham showed 3 color copies of his finished new tee shirt design. The process is moving along to
the production phase and it's planned to order 300 shirts to
take advantage of quantity discounts. Size XL seems to be
the most popular adult size.

Entry codes have been changed and distributed to
current dues paying members.
Saturday June 2 will be our 2nd members workday
and the following Sunday, June 3rd will be Chuck and Nancy
Abraham's final ride memorial service at the track. Pres. Jim
will contact the family to see if food should be served for this
private event. Guy Jones's workday is planned for May 23rd.
It is planned to have his work crew straighten the lead from the
loading lift to the turntable.
The Lowell Museum is interested in our switch stand
which is located outside the Hilton. They would like know if we
can donate this or trade for this item. No one is sure about the
origins of this piece and all are sure this did not come from
Norfolk St. Members are interested in what kind of deal/offer
we can get. Pres. Jim will work with Guy Jones (who initiated
the inquiry) on this and will report back.
Page Station has a club key lock on it now. The
Wednesday work group is again requesting a portable generator to replace our broken one. Once again, it is felt that one of
the circuit boards needs to be replaced to get our aged unit
working with an estimated repair cost of $200-300. Pres. Jim
reports that a small new one can cost about $300. Howard
Gorin thinks the work group should use battery powered tools.
There was no action taken on this and we'll, again look into
repairing the old unit.
A mailing will go out to life members and members
that do not have email to give them the entry codes. Jay Berry
volunteered to make new grates for the club’s 1” LE Pacific.
Dan Connor will help in this effort by providing a pattern from
his LE Pacific.
WLS member Peter MacMurray informed us that
WLS has been nominated to receive the John Maso
Batchelder Award for Educational Excellence in Education
from the Holliston Historic Society. This will be finalized at
their Board of Directors meeting and the planned award ceremony will be on May 20, at their dinner.
WOW! What a find,
is this the real deal?
Joe Cardelle happened to come
across this Alco
plate. Looks like
real tarnish, pretty
authentic.
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Russ page showed patterns and initial castings for groundline
switch stands and riding cars. The riding car patterns are original components from the Joytown train, and Russ has
reworked them to facilitate easier foundry mold making. Many
may know that WLS has the Joytown Hudson.
Dick Boucher's
evening work
group is up to the
boiler making
stage of the
group engine
build. Boiler making is usually the
big stumbling
block for beginner
live steamers and
these components show a
great start! Nice
clean work and notice the throat sheet, which is the toughest
piece to form. Heat and beat guys!
Jim Abrams has
made up a pair of
machined 3/4”
scale car trucks in
cast iron that has
roller bearings. He
is selling these for
under $300.00.

June Meeting
The June meeting took place on Thursday, June 14 at
8 PM with 24 members present. Secretary Ian was absent and
VP Joe filled in as Secretary and read the May minutes that he
prepared. Treasurer Abrams was absent. Pres. Jim read the
Treasurer's report prepared by Jim Abrams. A correction was
requested to the May minutes regarding the generator being
out of service. Marc Arsenault noted that the generator was
repaired and requested the change be made to the minutes.
However, the reporting of the May minutes was accurate
because it reported the condition of the generator as of the
May meeting. The June minutes will indicate that the generator was repaired. Therefore, no addition or change will be
made to the May minutes as recorded and read by VP Joe.
Now for the Superintendent's report for this month. The generator was repaired at an outside supplier for $275.00. Parts
were replaced, including the power card and low oil switch and
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the governor was adjusted along with other routine adjustments. On Wednesday 5/23, Guys Jones came to the workday with 3 of his workers. There were 13 people working that
day which includes the regular Wednesday crew. Track was
replaced and leveled between the turn table and loading area.
Pres. Jim manned the grill and served hot dogs and hamburgers. The workday was a great success and many thanks to
Guy Jones for supplying his work crew at his expense.
Steaming bays #12 and #13 were leveled. The
cement that held vertical channel iron supports were removed
and ballast was packed in, holding the supports. This is done
in a similar way as highway guard rail supports are installed.
Jim McGrath and Dave Remington have been working regularly on the highline replacing sideboards and ties.
Bob Newcombe continues to work on the groundline switches.
Dick Ball is at the track 3-4 times a week. Currently he has reballasted the bench area at Cornell station and the groundline
passenger area, painted the new bridge, installed a lock and
shelves at Page Station, installed telltales near Dimond Trestle.
Dick is also working with Jed Weare on the signals.
In old business, the book appraisal is in progress at
the Hilton by Betty Ann Sharp of Barely Read books. Pres.
Jim and Pat Fahey are assisting. We have 988 books in our
collection and a few books are missing and we are asking that
they be returned.
The Steamup meet was a success and we were
pleased to see Marilyn Chenard, wife of Ken, in attendance.
Marilyn has been recovering from surgery for the past year
and is reportedly doing well.
The Chuck and Nancy Abraham memorial service
took place on June 3. Chuck's 2 sisters, stepmother, some
friends from Wilmington and work and a number of WLS members, attended it. Nancy and Chuck had their last ride to a
location between the covered bridge and Dimond trestle.
Reverend Travis of Wilmington performed the service and both
family and WLS members said a few words before spreading
the ashes.
In new business, there was a follow-up request to
Chuck and Nancy's memorial service. Chuck's sisters asked if
a marker could be placed at the site of the ash spreading and
there was a brief discussion on this. Granite seems to be the
preferred material due to low maintenance. A rough cost
guideline of $300 was discussed, which was the amount spent
for the Mary's rest area marker. Marc Arsenault motioned to
move forward with this and Bob Mitchell seconded.
It was reported that Nancy Cornell has recently suffered a heart attack and in the hospital for a few days for a
hospital procedure. She is now resting at home and is doing
well. In addition to this, Bob Huston will be having back surgery on July 10. Pam O'Brien will need hip replacement surgery soon. Our thoughts are with our fellow members and
friends. Please send cards and notes of support, their names
are on the roster.
WLS did not win the John Maso Batchelder Award for
Educational Excellence in Education from the Holliston Historic
Society. Eventually we will be recognized for our contributions.
Pres. Jim noted that nominations and recognitions like this
greatly reinforce our 501(c)3 status.
The rained out 2nd scheduled workday will not be
rescheduled due to numerous calendar conflicts. Pres. Jim,
Dave Remington and Bob Newcombe were in attendance.
Members are still urged to come to the track to help out with
work. The toilet trailer will be pumped out in preparation for
the VanBrocklin meet.
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We have 5 dedicated soda can recycle trash containers and they will be put out. Some members had concerns
because the deposit cans were being mixed in with regular
trash (this is a surprise because they are usually on the
ground). Pres. Jim reported that 1000 cans were collected
last season and recently redeemed in bulk generating $40.00
for WLS. Tee shirts have been ordered and should be ready
by the time of the VanBrocklin meet.
The Lowell museum is not interested in our switch
stand because it is not in working condition, they will look
elsewhere. Pat Fahey painted the big pumping engine and
small steam engine outside the Hilton. Pres. Jim has reinstalled the piping and they will plan to run the engine with
the portable compressor for demonstration purposes.
There was discussion on purchasing and installing
groundline switch stands that Russ Page showed in the May
meeting. Discussion focused on possible tripping hazard,
enhancing the look of the track and ease of track operations.
It was decided to try out a few of these at select locations.
Little Tykes Daycare is interested in making a supervised trip
to WLS during a weekday. They are offering a donation to the
club for this. The club will look into this further. Some visitors
to the up coming VanBrocklin meets will be using our picnic
tables to have an informal birthday party. They are from the
neighborhood and are very thankful to be at the track. They
always leave a nice donation.
Pres. Jim asks if we can start thinking about helping
out during our events. A sign up sheet is available to sign up
for the Annual meet help. Jim is especially asking if we could
enlist our friends and spouses to help out for a few hours at
the meets. Help is desperately needed in the cook tent area.
Contact Jim or Pam O'Brien if you are available for the cook
tent so they can start to make early preparations for the
coming summer events.
Superintend Marc reports that the Wednesday group
has looked at the transfer table after members have
expressed concern about its operation. Seems that this could be a
potentially big maintenance job to
tackle in the future. There is some
misalignments, wear in the rail and
wheels, ground shifting and more.
This is a big job and will have to
be carefully looked at to make the
proper recommendations.
Chris Morrison is showing
us progress on his 3/4” scale
Pacific build with one of his 6 new drivers.

Around the Track and in the Shop
Jim with Colt’s new
South Bend lathe. This lathe
belonged to past president,
Chuck Abraham. The lathe is
already being put to work, as
Colt is studying to be a
machinist at Montachusett
Tech. He is excited to be
making chips and learning to
use the machine. The 9”
South Bend is a favorite
amongst live steamers due to
its abundance.
photo by Dan Connor
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George Young is having a really successful day on the highline
with his recently bought VanBrocklin engine. VP Joe eyeballed
the timing to get George running. After a couple of orientation
laps around the highline with VP Joe’s Mikado, George was
confident to solo with his engine on the short loop with VP Joe
walking by and handling the switches. Soon after, George
made 2 laps on the outer loop. Way to go!

On Sunday June 10, we had 2 surprise visitors at the
track. Stan Barclay, Jr. from Ohio and his son Chris dropped
by to see the facility and the big Hudson that was donated to
us by the Charlton RR. Some members may know that Stan
Barclay, Sr. was the owner of the Hudson during the 70s and
80's, and later donated the Hudson to the Charlton RR. The
Hudson was one of the steamers that Stan ran on portable
tracks on the local town greens for big and young kids to enjoy.
see VP Joe's Youtube Video titled: Stan Barclay's Locomotives
- 1985, or paste the link in your browser:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6EqqumRN9M&list=UUvQa
SqCY4GLuNIviHWlPaaw&index=3&feature=plcp). W\
Waushakum guys that were active in the very public
runs were Bob Dustin, Kent Larsen and former WLS president
Pete Petersen. Needless to say, the Barclays were impressed
with the WLS facility and VP Joe was on hand to give them a
guided tour around the groundline, regretablly not with steam.
They will be back again to attend our future meets.
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Southborough Memorial Day Parade
Honors Veterans
The parade, which wound through the town’s cemeteries and by each of its war memorials, featured
Southborough veterans, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, local politicians, and the Trottier and Algonquin marching bands.
Arthur Butler is riding in the Cadillac convertible. He is
enjoying the company of other veterans in attendance.

Pat Fahey is doing some painting. Rustoleum satin black and gloss
red in case you are looking at the B&W version of the Journal. Pat
hopes to get the large pumping engine running on air for demonstration purposes using our portable compressor. The pump turns
over by hand and has always been stored outside as long as WLS
has had it.
photo by Chris Wraight

We are seeing double! Two B&M mountain type engines doubleheading at the Buckingham Central 2012 Un-Meet. Both engines
are owned by Chris Colby. Lead engine is being run by Bruce R.
and second engine has owner Chris C. at the throttle. Video thanks
to Ray H. Chris Colby reports: Just had You Tube video posted
from the Feb meet at Buckingham Central. Had plenty of excess of
tractive power, seemed like more than twice with two engines having their driving wheels separated by at least 14 ft. going through
the tough sections on the trestle. Was a lot of fun.

2nd Scheduled WLS Workday
The second scheduled 2012 work day for WLS was
rained out. This was the downpour that we were all waiting for
to help relieve our coming summer's anticipated drought conditions. Dave Remington, Bob Newcombe and Jim O’Brien were
in attendance. The 3 members cleared trash and debris from
the steaming bay and work debris from the turntable spur left
from the previous big Wednesday workday.

Back to Coal
It is rumored that Dave Remington’s highline 0-6-0 has
been converted back to coal and had a couple of successful
runs...welcome back Dave.

photo by Chris Wraight

Book Appraisal Process
Pat Fahey reports that the book appraisal process is in
progress by Betty Ann Sharp of Barely Read books on site at
the Hilton. She worked with Pat's prepared list of the club's
rare books. This was a real good head start that saved WLS
some money. She checked the list with our books to make
sure all was accounted for. Each book was checked for publishing date, author/title and most importantly, the condition.
Second or third editions or second issue or second printing, put
a different value on the book. Also if the book had a dust jacket added value. If the book smelled moldy, they were considered of no value. Books that were water stained had their
value lowered, depending on the extent of the damage. Pres.
Jim and Pat F. helped in this process. The appraisal will continue on Mon, June 11 (the 2nd session). At the time of this
reporting, Pat tells us that Engineering in Miniature, vols.
June 98 to June 99 and July 99 to June 2000 are missing
and asks if any one has these to return them to the Hilton.
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First Scheduled Club Workday of 2012
Our first organized work day was an outstanding success. We had an overcast, but mild day with 31 members
attending. The big effort was yard work to remove years of fallen pine needles away from the mainline and high usage areas
such as Mary's rest area, Page Station and the cook tent & picnic areas along with Newcombe Junction. All the tents were
put up as well. A reminder email to all members went out
about a week earlier and members were urged to bring yard
working tools. Pres. Jim and Bob Mitchell manned the grill and
hotdogs & hamburgers were served up to a hungry work crew.
Dan Connor took charge of cleaning the Hilton and he had
plenty of help on hand. We're please to see a number of junior
members come to this work event. With the successful
cleanup, we're all looking forward to a private members only
meet the following day, on a expected to be sunny Sunday.
Our workers are
(hope we did not
miss any names):

Roger Austin
Marc Arsenault
Qylan Berry
Gerry Barton
Arthur Butler
Andy Brauer
Dick Ball
Brian Cunningham
Don Cornell
Dan Connor
Jim Connor
Ed Delaney
Al Fletcher
Bob Fogerty
Ken Gates
Roland Gosselin
Mrs. Gosselin
Mark Hirtle
Richard Jenkins
Peter MacMurray
Bob Mitchell
Chris Morrison
Joe Ng
Bob Newcombe
Thomasz Palkon
Victoria Palkon
Jim O'Brien
Tony Raiano
Dave Remington
Colt Stewart
Tom Sullivan

Mr. President (right side) at the grill with Bob Mitchell assisting.
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Arthur, Chris, Dave and Roger are raking it in!

The gang is working hard at Mary’s rest area, also, we think its close to lunch time.

Al Fletcher ready for another load.

Brian Cunningham pressure washing off years of moss.

Bob Mitchell is getting ready for grilling.

Bob Fogerty is juicing up his weed whacker.
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Brian is now on the ground with his leaf blower, Gerry is doing some serious scrapping and Roland has the right tools for the job.

Lots of available hands makes for quick work with the tents.

Edmund and Tom Sullivan smoothing things over in the driveway.

Great to see the youngster out at the track!

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê

The Journal wants your article
for the Oct. 2012 Newsletter!

Colt and Dan keeping things in order in the HIlton.

Send in your pictures, news, construction
articles, and show & meet reviews!

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
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Victoria, Andy, Jim, Qylan and Richard out at Newcombe Junction,
home of abundant pine needles.
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Whatever I said, it must have been pretty funny.

Second Annual Members’ Meet
Our 2nd Annual Members' Meet was a successful
gathering following a well attended scheduled workday on the
previous day. We had about 100 members along with their
family attend. Weather was good and there was moderate
engine activity on the groundline and a couple of highline
steamers in operation. Chris Morrison steamed up his recently
acquired 0-4-2 tank engine. He still needs to do some fine tuning and we hope to see him again on the highline really soon.
We were pleased to have 2 prospective members attend our
event and they will be joining our organization. VP Joe was
offering some groundline engineer orientation to a handful of
members and Pres. Jim was manning the grill with the help of
Kent Larsen. Activities slowly started at 10 AM and wound
down at about 3pm. The public must have taken notice of a
private event sign posted by VP Joe because no public wandered into the meet. The big workday on the previous day really got the facility ready and it was smooth running all the way.

Chris is getting underway on the highline (above). The boys
are getting ready to Steamup (below). Joe C. showing his
Hudson chassis to Brian C. (left).
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Daniel showing off his new and clean engineer’s outfit at the beginning of the day (left). Victoria
and Tom on VP Joe’s SW7 switcher (center). Joe C. with his Hudson chassis, another work in
progress. Origin of the castings and original builder are not known, but the rods and wheels look to
be machined to a delicate and very scale like profile (right).

Steam-up Meet
The Steam-up Meet
took place on May 20, a beautiful sunny day. VP Joe was the
first to arrive at 7:30 AM and put
up a sign that read steam meet
today. Soon afterwards, Pat
Fahey arrived and steamed up
the club’s Hudson. Pat was the
first out on the groundline and
did some passenger hauling during the day. He stayed
steamed up for 6 hours without any difficulties. We had a very
slow turn out early in the day, by 10:30 AM, only a couple of
engines were running, but the parking lot was beginning to fill
up. It looks like steam dominated the day. In attendance, we
had 7 highline engines and 11 groundline engines. Your Editor
had to leave at 10:30, so this is all the info that the Journal can
report. Additional pictures of the meet are posted on the
NEMES web page by Errol Goff, who is here so often he is
almost a WLS member.

Pat with the Hudson and our Super.

photo by Dan Connor

Jim running his Dad’s propane fired 0-4-0T with passengers
Thomasz and Victoria. photo by Dan Connor

What does Bob have in the back of his pickup? You have to
be an early bird to get the best stuff. Bob shows some patterns, a tender tank, metal stock, prints, etc....oh yes, also a
4 3/4” Heisler that sold in minutes.
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Work Days at WLS
Along with the Wednesday, Saturday and individual
members coming out to the track for work days, we are pleased
to have Guy Jones’s workers join in for a day of work at the
track. Marc Arsenault reports: The Wednesday work crew
takes on an ambitious project with the donated help of Guy
Jones and his fulltime railroad maintenance employees.
The loading table to the turn table spur was upgraded with the
setting of cement highline stanchions supports about 28 inches
in the ground providing an anchor for the track ends. The stanchions were then capped with PT boards and re-railed.
Following the lessons learned with the previously installed loading table connectors, the task was completed within the workday eliminating the interruption of facility usage. Jim O'Brien
opened the cook tent midday and provided hamburgers and
hotdogs for the hungry crew.

photo by Marc Arsenault

Jim McGrath getting Eustis ready as Arthur looks on.

Ian’s newly painted Northern ready for its first run at the track.
In the following weeks after the meet, Ian is continuing to
tweak the engine. In a recent fix, he shaved about one thousandths off the piston diameter to eliminate binding due to
expansion. Lots of power here!

photo by Marc Arsenault

Ken Gates unloading his P&W diesel model with Mrs. Gates
assisting.

Straight and level! Many thanks to Guy Jones and his hard
working crew for lending a hand in this ambitious project.

photo by Marc Arsenault

On May 2, the Wednesday group’s big task was filling the many
ruts and dips in our long driveway. The crew used a piece of
donated I-beam from Bob Mitchell and dragged it with our
backhoe to help in the leveling. Ever watch Coolhand Luke?

Gerry B. is doing some painting under the shade of the tented
pad area. Don C. is in the process of leveling Bay #13, great
setup with the metal chop saw! Below, more leveling on Bay
#12. Bob D., Marc and Art in this picture.

photo by Marc Arsenault

photo by Marc Arsenault

photo by Marc Arsenault

photo by Marc Arsenault

Regular Wednesday workdays got well underway in the spring.
On 4/25, Art Downer is checking the lift’s oil level. The insert
shows a centering fixture Art designed for the lift. Works great!

July 2012

photo by Marc Arsenault
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On June 20, our first day of our first summer heat wave, the
Wednesday group started working on the roof for the container.
It was a hot day, but they got the wood attached to the container edges. Talk about a hot tin roof Art and Bob are on.

Dick standing on top of his recent handy work. Ballasted platforms are put in place under the benches at Cornell Station.
Dick hand carried close to 50- 5 gallon buckets of ballast in the
section he is standing on, that’s close to 2 yards, whew!
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William S. VanBrocklin Jr. Meet
The VanBrocklin meet went on as scheduled despite
a broken transfer table. Seems the transfer table just gave
way after over a dozen years of constant operation with heavier and heavier engines. Appears we have some broken teeth
on one of the sprockets, a broken chain link and a broken
drive gear, possibly more. Parts have been back ordered,
unfortunately not available in time for the meet.
Dick Ball was the first to arrive followed by VP Joe.
Dick brought out the Charlton engine along with its riding cars
to get ready for passenger hauling. This would be the only
large piece of equipment we have available for this day's passenger hauling because it is stored in the container area. All
other equipment stored in the engine house was unable to be
accessed. VP Joe muscled his 0-4-0 switcher out and Bob
Mitchell had some help carrying out his gasoline switcher to
help with passenger hauling.
The steaming bays were empty, with the exception of
the few highline engines attending. We only had a handful of
engines arriving. In total we had 4 highline steamers: Joe Ng,
Jed and Alex Weare, Cap Purinton, and Russ Page running
VanBrocklin #29. On the groundline we had the Charlton
engine run by Marc Arsenault and Dick Ball, Bob Mitchell with
his 0-4-0 gas switcher, Kevin Redmond with his brand spanking new Accucraft electric switcher, Roger and Shiela Austin
with their electric loco, Chris Detsikas with his UP electric
switcher, Art Downer and his electric switcher and Pat Fahey
on Howard Bailey's electric engine. Hope we did not miss
mentioning any engines and engineers. All joined in to help
with the passenger hauling. VP Joe was able offer highline
rides which is part of his new member recruiting effort. The
consensus was this was a very good prospective new
members day with 4-5 serious inquiries.
We also had an informal visit from a boy scout troop
that enjoyed rides on the groundline. Their group had plenty
of adult supervision. Our parking lot was half full and we had a
good crowd. It is estimated that we had 150 visitors. This was
the smallest VanBrocklin meet we have had, but it was the
right mix of engines, amount of public, great weather and
great member attitudes. All had a very enjoyable day. It was
mentioned that this time of year is just full with personal commitments for weddings, graduations, BBQs, other steam
events, etc. Good thing the transfer table decided to break
last week instead of during a big event. Pres. Jim had ordered
enough replacement parts to have some on hand if they are
needed in the future. We were pleased to see our member,
Tom Oversluizen who regularly travels from Long Island to
come to our meets. As far as we know, this makes Tom the
furthest traveled member for the meet. In addition, we had
reports that Marilyn Chenard also was in attendance. Glad to
see that she is getting out to join in the fun. Another very
safe and successful meet.
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2012 WLS Calendar of Events
July Club Meeting
July 12
10th Annual Antique Car/Motor Cycle Meet
July 15
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
August Work Day Weekend*
August 4, 5
August Club Meeting
August 9
WLS Annual Dinner (6pm)
August 23
WLS 42nd Annual Meet
August 24, 25, 26
(Full cook tent, Sat. night dinner)
September Club Meeting
September 13
11th Annual Neighborhood Appreciation Day September 23
(Invitation Only, Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
October Club Meeting
October 11
Walter (Bud) Hansen Fall Blow-down Meet
October 21
(No food, soda only)
November Work Day Weekend*
November 3, 4
November Club Meeting
November 8
December Club Meeting
December 13
Note- 2012 club meeting locations:
Apr. - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Mar. Club meeting held at the Holliston Historic Society.
*Rain date will be the following weekend

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
For SALE . . . 0-4-2T Engine MUMMAMAE
3.3 inches to the foot, 7 1/4” track gauge, 2 inch bore 3 inch
stroke, approx. 600 pounds weight. Stands 40 inches to top
of stack, coal fired Briggs type boiler, custom riding car. Great
runner and fun to operate. Can be seen at WLS. $25,000.00
Call Don at 508-883-9795 or e-mail eustis8@comcast.net
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A proud new owner!
Why is one of our
junior members smiling?
Well it’s not everyday one
gets to acquire a steam
engine. The 4 3/4” Heisler
was originally built by
Putnam Clark and being
sold by trackmaster Bob
Newcombe. It has a steel
Briggs type boiler with copper flues. Engine has slip
eccentric and there is not a
lot of clutter. Real straight
forward and looks like a
great starter engine, which
is a combination of price,
size, ease of maintenance,
and did we mention price?
Close to a dozen engines
have exchanged hands in
the last year at WLS. If you
want to take part in the
action, you just have to
com’on down to the meets
and meetings. We received
reports that successful runs
have been made!
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